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The Travelling Wave Maser Amplifier
in the Goonhilly Radio Station*

J. C. WALLING and F. W. SMITH

MULLARD RF_EARCH LABORATORIES

The design and per]ormance o] the 4170 Mc/s travelling wave maser

at present in._tallcd at the GPO Radio Station, Goonhilly Downs, is

described. Means o] increasing the bandwidth o] the device are

discussed.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND MASER SPECIFICATION

The signal entering the first stage of the Goonhilly receiver is very

small, about 10 -13 watts, and the bandwidth of the system is some tens

of megacycles. If the received signal is to be amplified and detected

with an acceptable signal to noise ratio then it is essential that the

noise contribution made by the first stage amplifier should be as small

as possible. It was therefore decided that the first stage amplifier

should be a solid state travelling wave maser (TWM) having sufficient

net gain to make the noise contribution of the second stage amplifier

insignificant. The specification for this TWM is as follows:

Signal Frequency

Gain (minimum)

Bandwidth to 3 db points

Noise temperature

Input VSWR

Operating life per filling of

liquid helium

4170 Mc/s
20 db

25 Mc/s

15°K

0.666 over the operating band

8 hrs.

DESIGN OF THE MASER

The overridingconsiderationin the design of this maser was the

need to produce an engineered and operating device within some six

or seven months of the initiationof the project.Sophisticationin the

* First published by the Institute of Electrical Engineers, November 1962.
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design therefore was subordinate to expediency and as far as possible
use was made of immediately available materials and techniques.

Active Materials

Because of its ready availability in large single crystals and also

because of its proven characteristics synthetic ruby was selected as the

active material. Previous experience indicated that the best orienta-

tion for maser operation at frequencies below 7 kMc/s is that in which

the applied magnetic field is at right angles to the c-axis of the ruby.

In this orientation the ground state of the Cr a+ ion is split by the

coml)ined action of the crystal fields and the applied magnetic fiel_t

according to the energy level diagram of Fig. 1.

It has been found experimentally that when the separation of levels

1 and 2 corresponds to a frequency of 4170 Mc/s tile greatest inversion

of the populations of these levels can he obtained if tile pump is ap-

plied between levels 1 and 4, i.e., at a frequency of 30,150 Mc/s. In

ruhy having a Cr to A1 ratio of 0.05 atoms per cent we find that

1-4 pmnping produces an inversion ration of 2.7 at 1.4°K.

Operation at 1.4°K involves reduction of the liquid helium bath

pressure to about 2.5 rain Hg. In practice this is accomplished within

less than half an hour of filling and in an experimental system such

as this where operation over more than three successive satellite passes

is rarely required this is no disadvantage.

Assuming that the excitation at the signal frequency is by an RF

magnetic field circularly polarised in the plane perpendicular to the

applied field (a condition which is closely approximated in practice)

and using the table of transition probabilities prepared by Chang and

Siegman a we calculated by the method outlined -° that 1-4 pumping in

0.05% ruby at 1.4°K will produce a value of Q,_ of -15/y. Q,, is the

magentic quality factor of the structure and is essentially a measure of

tile ratio of the energy stored in the structure to the power absorbed by

the maser material, _ is the filling factor of the maser and is the ratio

of the mean square RF magnetic field over the volume of the maser

crystal to that over the volume of the propagating structure. Although

filling factors up to 0.5 are theoretically possible in a TWM experi-

ence suggests that 0.2 is a practical figure. Taking _ -- 0.2 we have

Qm - -75 as a basis for design.

Non-Reciprocity

A travelling wave maser exhibits some non-reciprocity by virtue of

the fact that circularly polarised field of opposite sense interact to
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Fig. 1--Energy level diagram (Ruby, 0 = 90°).

different extents with the active ions 4. However, additional non-recipro-

cal backward loss must be provided if a completely stable device is

to be obtained. Polycrystalline yttrium iron garnet is a suitable ma-

terial for this purpose as its absorption line width is reasonably nar-

row (about 150 oersteds) even at liquid helium temperature. Because

of its high susceptibility only a small volume of this material needs
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to be incorporated in the maser. The dimensions of the yttrium iron

garnet (YIG) are adjusted in order that resonant interaction at the

signal frequency can be obtained with the same applied field as is

required to give the correct ruby energy level splitting. In the present

case the field is 3,280 oersteds and an appropriate shape for the

YIG is a flat disc of aspect ratio 0.1 with the plane of the disc perpen-

dicular to the applied field.

Obviously it is necessary that the YIG discs should be incorporated

in the TWM in such a way that they are acted upon by a substan-

tially circularly polarised RF field of opposite sense to that acting

upon the ruby. This is accomplished by making use of a comb slow

wave structure as described in the following section.

Slow Wave Structure

The small signal gain of a TWM can readily be expressed in terms

of two quality factors, Q,_ the magnetic Q discussed above and Qo the

intrinsic Q of the propagating structure determined by ohmic and

dielectric losses and also the forward loss of the YIG. If r is the slowing

factor (the ratio of the group velocity in the propagating structure at

the signal frequency to the free space velocity of light) and N is the

number of free space wavelengths in the structure the net gain of the

device, expressed in db is

(1 1)G -- 27.3 r.V Q,n Q,, "

A structure having a slowing factor of 100 and an active length of 1.6

free space wavelengths (which is a convenient figure at a frequency of

4170 Me/s) will therefore give an electronic gain of 58 db if Q,, - -75.

A suitable slow wave structure for the TWM is then one having this

slowing factor and containing regions in which the RF magnetic field

is circularly polarised, the structure must also be such as to allow

propagation of the pump frequency, not necessarily in a slow mode.

All these requirements can be met by structures consisting essen-

tially of an array of parallel conductors in which the RF magnetic

field is substantially circularly polarised, the senses of polarisation

on the two sides of the array being opposite.

A comb structure 1, _ is used in the present maser and has dimensions

as indicated in Fig. 2, the positioning of the ruby, dielectric and YIG

discs in tile structure is apparent from this figure.

The dispersion characteristic for this structure when containing"

liquid helium is similar to that shown in Fig. 3, and the slowing factor
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Fig. 2a - Cross-section of the 4170 MC/P comb structure. 

at the signal frequency is 110. The comb is milled from a block of 
high conductivity copper, this form of construction tending to mini- 
mize conductor losses. (The slowing factor of 110 quoted above was 
inferred from the observed pass band of the structure, subsequent 
measurements of the op characteristic of a similar comb suggest that  
this is over-estimated by about IO%.) 
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Fig. 3- Plmse ch,mg(_ 1)(u'conductor.

Input Leads

The input and output leads to the maser arc air dielectric coaxials

of low tllcrmal conductivity (silver plated copper nickcl). The leads

have an outside diameter (od) of 15 mm and a characteristic im-

l)edance of 72 ohms. It is important that these leads have a low elec-

trical loss as they make the main contribution to the maser noise

temperature. At the cryostat head these leads terminate in vacumn

sealed wave guide to coxial transitions. At their lower end the leads

have tapered transitions to 5 mm od coaxials having P.T.F.E. dielec-

tric. These latter coaxials are matched to the comb by means of the

arrangement shown in Fig. 4. Some adjustment of the sel)aration be-

tween the lnatching conductor and the first finger of the comb is
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Fig. 4--Schematic of matching unit.

necessary if the optimum match is to be secured over the pass band
of the structure.

Tile pump power at 30,150 Mc/s is supplied by way of thin walled
_0.2 ram) copper nickel waveguide with the internal dimensions of

WG22. Approximately 40 mW is required to saturate the pump transi-

tion, this output power is obtained from selected R9518 klystrons.

In this connection we nmy note that operation at 1.4°K calls for

substantially less pump power than does operation 4.2°K and thus

although, with a given pump source, pump frequency stabilization may

be necessary for 4.2°K operation it is not necessary for 1.4°K opera-

tion. No pump frequency stabilization is provided in the present maser.

Maser Packaging

The final form of the maser package depends on the form of magnet

used. Superconducting magnets by virtue of their light weight and

very high stability are attractive for use with masers operating at

liquid helium temperatures and at the outset of the development of the

Goonhilly.maser it was hoped to make use of superconducting mag-

nets. It soon became apparent, however, that the construction of a

superconducting magnet giving the requisite field homogeneity was a

matter of some difficulty and in view of the short time available for

development a permanent magnet version of the maser package was

constructed as a parallel development. The permanent magnet version

of the maser is illustrated in Fig. 5 in which the trimming coils used

to adjust the field of the permanent magnet are clearly visible.
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Following the work of Cioffi _ on the use of superconducting screens

in magnetic circuits a superconducting magnet has been developed in

which satisfactory operation of this maser in the laboratory has been

obtained. Superconducting magnet masers have however not been

employed in the Goonhilly system.

MASER PERFORMANCE

Laboratory Operation

In the permanent magnet shimmed to provide a field of 3280 oersted

uniform to better than 0.1% over the volume of the ruby the maser

gives in the laboratory the performance summarized as follows:

Operating tenlperature 1.4 °K

Electronic gain 50 db

Bandwidth to 3 db points 16 Mc/s

Field 3280 oersteds

Pump frequency 30, 150 Mc/s

Noise temperature 15 =t= 4 °K

Isolator backward loss 60 db

Isolator forward loss 3 db

Structure loss 8 db

Net forward gain 39 db

Input VSWR 1.4

Operating life/filling of He 8 hrs.

Saturation effects become apparent at an input power of --65 dbm.

The effect of possible breakthrough from the Goonhilly 6390 Mc/s

transmitter on the maser performance was investigated in the labora-

tory and with the maximum power available (100roW) at this fre-

quency incident on the maser the performance at 4170 Mc/s was

unaffected, and subsequent site experience confirmed this.

The recovery time of the maser .after saturation at 4170 Mc/s is
150 lniliseconds.

Bandwidth

The specification bandwidth of 25 Mc/s is slightly greater than can

be achieved in a TWM in a uniform magnetic field and giving a net

gain in excess of 20 db (Fig. 6). This was realized at the outset of the

project and the maser was therefore designed to give a higher gain
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Fig. 6-- Bandwidth versus eh'_'tronie wain ((h,) for TWM in :, uniform field.

than tiw specified 20 db in a tmifonn field in order that ultimately

tile bandwidth could be increased for instance by field staggering.

(Another reason why the maser was designed for high gain was that

the operating temperatures whieh would be obtained at Goonhilly

were uncertain in view of the considerable length of pipe between the

maser and the helium pulnp--in the event 1.4°K was readily achieved.)

The bandwidth of a TWM can be increased in practice by stagge2 '-

ing either the crystal orientation or the magnetie field along the

length of the maser. Orientation staggering is however undesirable as

it results in an unfavorable exchange of gain for bandwidth.

The bandwidth resulting from various forms of fieht staggering has

been calculated on the assumption of a Lorentzian line shape and is

plotted against peak electronic gain in Fig. 7. Clearly a substantial

increase in bandwidth can be obtained by the simple expedient of

introducing a step in the magnetic field by suitably shimming the

magnet.

In Fig. 9 the observed gain of the maser is plotted against frequency

for the case in which a step is introduced in tlw nmgnetic field by

means of 0.006" steel shims on the magnetic pole faces {magnet pole
gap -- 2.25").
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Fig. 7--Bandwidth curves for maser with electronic gain of 50 db in uniform

magnetic field with operating temperature 1.4°K and T.. -----5.10 -9 see: (1) Magnetic

field variation--single step; (2) Magnetic field variation--sinusoidal; (3) Mag-

netic field variation--linear; (4) Gain equalisation; and (5) Operating tempera-
ture variation.
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Site Operation

The uniform field permanent magnet version of the master was in-

stalled in the Goonhilly aerial in June, 1962 (Fig. 9) in a cabin at

the back of the dish and gave a similar performance to that measured

in the laboratory. It was, however, not possible to obtain consistently

an operating life of eight hours per filling of liquid helium when op-

erating at 1.4°K, this being l)resmnably due in part at least to the

continuous movenwnt of the aerial during satellite tracking. Changes

in elevation of up to 100 ° are possit)le and for this reason the maser

is mounted at 45 ° to the vertical when the dish is pointing to the

horizon (Fig. 6).
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Fig 8--Net gain-fr(,qurn(.y rhal'a('lrristie of broad-band mas(,r.

Following the initial Telstar experiments which were carried out

using the maser in a uniform magnetic field the bandwidth of the

device was increased by shimming the magnet as deseribed above.

A further improvement made has been the replacement of the small

helium dewar vessels illustrated in Fig. 5 by substantially larger ves-

sels as shown in Fig. 10. The use of the larger vessel has increased

the continuous operating time per filling of liquid heliuln from less

than eight hours to about 2 days.
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Fig. 9 -Maser installed at Goonhilly. 
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